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SUMMARY. IT IS WELL KNOWN THAT UNDER A MONETARY SYSTEM BASED ON CUR-
RENCY BOARD ARRANGEMENTS, FINANCIAL SYSTEM EQUILIBRIUM IS MAINTAINED BY

THE INTEREST RATE. THIS STUDY MEETS THE NEED TO EXPLAIN BANK RESERVE DY-
NAMICS DURING THE PERIOD OF BANK RESERVE MAINTENANCE. THE STUDY PRESENTS

AN EMPIRICAL MODEL OF BANK RESERVE DEMAND AND EXPLAINS BANK RESERVE SUP-
PLY SHOCKS AND ADJUSTMENT OF BANKS TO THESE SHOCKS. FINALLY, THE AUTHOR

MAKES PRACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS INTENDED TO SMOOTH INTEREST RATE VARI-
ANCE RESULTING FROM SHOCKS.

JEL classification: Å41; C22; E58
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The Balancing Role of Reserve Money Market
under a Currency Board

As it is known stable and long-lasting operation of the currency board is
predetermined by the automatically functioning rules, the basis of the cur-
rency board. These rules are based on a monetary approach to the balance of
payments which links balance of payments dynamics with reserve money
dynamics. Since the exchange rate is employed as a nominal anchor, finan-
cial sector equilibrium is provided through money market prices and vol-
umes, i. e. interbank market interest rates and reserve money.

Under a currency board any disequilibrium or imbalances in monetary
and real sectors reflect finally on reserve money market. Attainment of rapid
and automatic equilibrium between reserve money demand and supply is the
major rule for maintaining currency board stability. Reserve money supply is
predetermined by balance of payments dynamics which, in turn, is impacted
by various factors. Reserve money demand consists of two major compo-
nents: demand for currency in circulation (banknotes and coins) by the pub-
lic and companies and commercial bank demand for reserve money. The
study of the behavior of reserve money components of demand is of essen-
tial importance in case of a systemic risk. Irrespective of the origin of the ini-
tial shock and subsequent attack on the currency board (bank and/or foreign
exchange), this attack will sharply reverse reserve money demand dynamics
and affect currency board liabilities.

The study of reserve money market includes analysis of economy’s li-
quidity or especially that part of liquidity which is vulnerable to the greatest
extent to any possible shocks under a currency board.

With the introduction of currency board arrangements in Bulgaria in
mid-1997, implementation of the anti-inflationary policy was transferred to
the European Central Bank (ECB). This helped settle the problems associ-
ated with the inconsistent discretionary policy previously pursued, and hence
public confidence in government abilities to pursue an anti-inflationary
policy was partly restored.

With the introduction of a currency board monetary aggregate behavior
reflects automatic adjustment to money demand changes, balance of pay-
ments dynamics, and to a smaller extent to government behavior. The impact
of government behavior has been thoroughly studied and described by
Nenovsky and Hristov (1999).

Nenovsky (1998) profoundly analyzes and advances arguments for the
failure of traditional approaches to monetary policy implementation in tran-
sition economies. Behavior of currency outside banks under a currency
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question of currency outside banks is beyond the scope of this paper. The
study focuses on bank reserve behavior.

The goal of this paper is to propose a function of bank reserve demand
and behavior model of average weighted interbank money market interest
rate under a currency board. Further, construction of the model is associated
with identification of various sources of shocks on bank reserves and
changes in the behavior of various participants, and in interest rate dynamics
correspondingly. The study will be made within the existing monetary sys-
tem institutional structure.

This study is structured as follows. The first section includes a theoretical
overview of the models of interbank market interest rate movements as well
as models of bank reserve demand. The second section reviews institutional
specificity of Bulgaria’s minimum required reserve regulation system and
payment system due to their importance in determining participants’ behav-
ior in the interbank deposit market. The third section of the paper includes a
list of data used and major statistical test results which prove important for
any further econometric processing. The fourth part of the study describes
the model of bank reserve demand in levs and foreign currency.

This model can be used as a basis of future analysis of bank reserve dy-
namics and realization of an extremely short-term forecast (from one to sev-
eral days). The model could be also instrumental in forecasting the impact of
any institutional changes (e.g. a reduction of minimum required reserves) on
interbank market rate dynamics.

Literature Review
Employment of a direct interest rate regulation of overnight deposits by a

number of central banks in mid-90s as an operative target in monetary policy
implementation made the study of interest rate movements extremely impor-
tant.

The interbank deposit market is characterized by an interest rate with the
shortest horizon. Consequently, the change in the interbank deposit market
interest rate is considered indicative which automatically prompts changes in
the interest rates of other financial market segments with longer maturity ho-
rizon. This way the influence on short-term interbank market rates spreads
through economic agents’ expectations on the whole yield curve. The hy-
pothesis of rational expectations for the interest rate behavior in various yield
curve points has been studied by Mankiw and Miron (1986), Fama (1984),
Mishkin (1988), Hardouvelis (1988), Fama and Bliss (1987), Simon (1990),
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Rudenbusch (1995), etc. Any of these studies confirm the hypothesis that the
spread between various yield rates can be used in forecasting the behavior of
short-term interest rates, which in turn reflects economic agents’ expecta-
tions of central bank behavior (Bernanke and Blinder, 1992).

In this study special attention is paid to short-term interest rate dynamics.
Under a currency board interbank market rate movements reflect money
supply adjustment to the changes in money demand. The adjustment is not
an automatic process due to institutional specificity of payment and mon-
etary systems. Some peculiarities are considered in the second part of the pa-
per and other have been already described by Nenovsky and Hristov (1999).

Review of models describing interest rate dynamics in the
interbank money market
Economists’ interest in interest rate movements is associated with infor-

mation about future changes in macroeconomic variables. This can be real-
ized by forecasting an implicit function of central bank reaction under differ-
ent circumstances and the impact of these changes on macrovariables
through various transmission channels (Bernanke and Blinder, 1992).

Campbell (1987) proposes a two-period model of interest rate movement
in the federal funds market. The martingale1 hypothesis of interest rate dy-
namics has been rejected in this study. In accordance with this model interest
rate fluctuations were explained partly by the effect of announcing money
supply data by the US Federal Reserve. Spindt and Hoffmeister (1988) pro-
pose a model showing the impact of continuous trade and regulatory con-
straints on reporting minimum required reserves on interest rate variance in
each day of the reserve maintenance period.

Feinman (1993) assesses the reaction function of the Federal Open Mar-
ket Committee (FOMC). The proposed model successfully predicts 75% of
FOMC reactions. Moreover, the author proves through this model not only
the FOMC successful manipulation of money supply but also the signals it
sends about monetary policy performance.

Hamilton (1996) tests the hypothesis of martingale in interbank market
interest rate movements. Earlier Shiller, Campbell, Schoenholtz (1983)  and
Dyl and Hoffmeister (1985) considered the same hypothesis as doubtful. Ac-
cording to Hamilton (1996), the federal funds rate market follows a martin-
gale within the 14-day maintenance period. On the first day of a new main-
tenance period interest rate dynamics is described by higher-order
autoregression. This rejects the martingale hypothesis within the whole
maintenance period.

1 
Martingale is first order autoregression.
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rates as a result of changes in bank reserve supply) by modeling budget ac-
counts’ behavior. Based on these accounts he derives unexpected exogenous
shocks which affect bank reserve supply. Finally, the author confirms the ex-
istence of two different channels for emergence of liquidity effect. The first
channel is a result of a temporary fall in bank reserves and the second one
reflects a permanent shock which continues even after expiry of the mainte-
nance period.

Hamilton (1997b) studies the factors affecting bank reserve demand and
supply. For this purpose data from US Federal Reserve daily balance sheets
was used. The author proposes a VAR model imposing a number of con-
straints on individual variables. The latter is predetermined by various insti-
tutional peculiarities. Impulse analysis of individual variables helped deter-
mine the effect of shock duration on bank reserve demand and supply.

Nautz (1998) further develops the model of bank reserve management
created by Orr and Mellon (1931) to include an additional component influ-
encing reserve demand: uncertainty as a result of shocks caused by an un-
clear central bank’s monetary policy.

Furfine (1998) constructs a micromodel which formalizes the relation-
ship between the activity of each bank in the payment process and interbank
interest rate dynamics. According to Furfine (1998), the function of bank re-
serve demand consists of two separate components: required reserve demand
and settlement demand. Total bank reserve demand in the monetary system
is a sum total of individual functions of commercial bank demand.

Clouse and Dow (1999) propose an equilibrium model. This model ex-
plains significant deviations of federal funds rates from the operative target.
According to the authors, the reasons behind the significant deviations are
fixed transactions expenses in finding nonmarket bank reserve sources.
Chung and Hung (2000) explain interbank market  rate movements by a
single factor model.

The common feature of all mentioned models is the relationship between
interbank market rate as a central bank’s operative target and open market
operations. In other words the size of the interest rate reflects the central
bank’s decision and the manner of its fulfillment through the interbank
money market.

Under a currency board interest rate dynamics does not depend on central
bank decisions. The interest rate reflects the interaction between demand and
supply of bank reserves which are impacted by various factors. In this case
the central bank could influence commercial bank behavior only indirectly
by changing minimum required reserves. It should be noted that employment
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of minimum required reserves is considered a disadvantage of the currency
board rather than an advantage due to the adverse effect of the retained mon-
etary policy instrument on currency board credibility, a fact highlighted by
Hanke and Schuler (1994) and Nenovsky and Hristov (1999). Since no
changes in minimum required reserves were made during the reviewed pe-
riod, interest rate dynamics was entirely a result of changes in bank reserve
demand and institutional specificity of the financial system.

The trend towards a reduction or even removal of minimum required re-
serves prompts a change in determinants of commercial bank reserve de-
mand, and hence in the interest rates in interbank deposit market. Sellon and
Weiner (1996) focus on the role of transactions demand which remains the
core of the function of bank reserve demand in the absence of minimum re-
quired reserves. The authors focus on increased interest rate volatility as a
direct effect of reducing minimum required reserves. Clinton (1996) makes
practical recommendations in respect of monetary policy implementation in
Canada under zero minimum reserves. Clouse and Elmendorf (1997) explain
the increased interest rate volatility and show the change in this relationship
as a result of changes in banks’ behavior. Di Giorgio (1999) studies the inter-
dependence between the reduction of minimum required reserves and the de-
gree of financial mediation development. According to Di Giorgio, the de-
gree of financial mediation development depends on financial agents’ ex-
penses for borrower monitoring.

Henckel, Ize and Kovanen (1999) propose a simplified model of bank re-
serve demand adjusted to uncertainty in payments which should be made by
the respective bank. They find an interdependence between the interbank
market interest rate, central bank supply of bank reserves and idiosyncratic
shocks on money supply.

Study of bank reserve demand
Pool (1968) constructs a fundamental micromodel of bank reserve man-

agement deriving the optimal value of reserves a bank should maintain in or-
der to maximize expected profit.

Ho and Saunders (1985) develop a micromodel of the interbank deposit
market, including major institutional characteristics. The economists derive
the determinants of demand for deposits by any individual participant and
explain why big banks are net consumers of interbank deposits and small
banks are net providers of resources.

Nautz (1998) studies bank reserve demand under the conditions of uncer-
tainty of future monetary policy of Deutsche Bundesbank. Based on results
obtained by using ARCH-M model, the Nautz concludes that the central
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or implicitly. This impacts the expected variance in bank reserve demand.
Jahnsen (1998) analyzes reserve money demand in Great Britain using

quarterly data which covers a 20-year period. The author uses in his study a
cointegration model with error adjustment.

Bartolini, Bertola and Prati (1999) analyze the effect of Federal Reserve
behavior on bank reserve demand. In accordance with this econometric
model interbank market rates volatility reflects market participants’ confi-
dence in Federal Reserve commitment to manipulating rigidly or softly the
interest rate. The authors propose a specific theoretical model of the federal
funds market microstructure.

Institutional Specificity of
the Money Market in Bulgaria

Parameters of minimum required reserve system adopted
in April 1998
The present minimum required reserve system replaced the former regu-

lation system which had operated with certain modifications between 1990
and 1998. The change was intended to make commercial banks more flexible
in executing minimum required reserves and to avoid maintenance of excess
reserves.

Any required reserve system has specific parameters outlining its institu-
tional character. For example, the period of reporting the deposit base re-
quired for minimum required reserve formation is called a base period. In
Bulgaria this period covers one calendar month. Within this period banks
must compute daily their deposit base. The deposit base includes all bor-
rowed funds with the exception of funds borrowed from commercial banks.
The deposit base is reported on a daily basis during the base period. Mini-
mum required reserves account for 11% of the reported daily amount of the
deposit base during the base period2. The average daily amount of minimum
required reserves in the maintenance period is computed by reducing 60% of
the average cash balances in levs from the total amount of minimum required
reserves during the base period. The maintenance period begins on the fourth
day of each month and finishes on the third day of the following month. Dur-
ing this period banks must cover minimum required reserves. Banks are al-
lowed to use up to 50% of the minimum required reserves.

2 8% since July 2000.
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The required reserves are estimated according to the following formula:

where
k has values from 1 … K, where K is the number of days during the main-

tenance period, i. e. 30 or 31 dependent on the corresponding month,
q is the average daily amount of minimum required reserves.
If banks fail to fulfil the minimum required reserves during the mainte-

nance period, a penalty interest is to be paid to the BNB in the amount of
150% of the average interbank market rate for the days of default.

The opportunity to maintain both lev and foreign currency reserves with
the BNB is another specific feature of the minimum required reserve system.
This is predetermined by the significant share of foreign currency deposits in
commercial bank liabilities and the need to offset foreign exchange risk by
maintaining foreign exchange assets. It should be noted that forex reserves
are in the form of noninterest-bearing deposits. Although forex reserves may
not be used in transactions, they may be withdrawn and changes in balances
are allowed through the whole maintenance period.

The analysis of the foreign exchange structure of these deposits indicates
that banks use foreign exchange denominations to save opportunity costs.
These are currencies on which low interest rate is applied (e. g. the Swiss
franc).

Institutional specificity of the BISERA settlement system
BISERA is a system for gross settlement operating in a particular time

period. The value date of payments is t+1. Payments are processed after the
end of the business day and final balances resulting from settlement are re-
corded on commercial bank accounts in the beginning of the next business
day.

Since banks do not have information about other participants’ payments
initiated to them, they are unable to manage effectively their liquidity, and
when more sizable payments are to be effected, commercial banks have to
provide excess reserves (if smaller) or use the admissible 50% of paid re-
serves to effect payments through BISERA.

Supply of bank reserves under a currency board
The supply of bank reserves under a currency board may have several

exogenous sources. First, these are commercial bank net foreign assets de-
nominated in reserve currency. These funds appear to be a source of liquid-

θ≥∑
=

Ê

ê

kR
Ê 1

1
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3 A shock affecting a particular participant and not the whole system. In this case this is
an individual commercial bank.

ity for commercial banks’ sales of reserve currency to the BNB. The term of
delivery is minimum t+3 as in reserve currency transactions an external (for-
eign) payment system is used. Consequently, the banking system direct
source of liquidity within a 24-hour time horizon is limited. As a result the
banking system is unable to react to any idiosyncratic3  shocks. Minimum re-
quired reserves in foreign currency maintained with the BNB appear to be
one of the accessible liquidity channels. Where necessary commercial banks
sell a portion of these reserves to the BNB, thus providing spot liquidity (as
forex transactions with the BNB are effected only with a spot value date).
This limits banks’ immediate sources of liquidity. Under these conditions
money market proves to be the only source of lev liquidity within 24- and
48-hour time horizons.

The Ministry of Finance issuing policy is the second systemic source of
liquidity. Given the matching of maturity and new issue dates and mainte-
nance of an issuance schedule, the Ministry of Finance issuing policy cannot
be a source of unexpected shocks on the money market. Therefore, it can be
assumed that market participants’ behavior adjusts more or less to this shock
in advance.

On the other hand, the Ministry of Finance appears to be a net exogenous
source or absorber of liquidity from the banking system through cash flows
from and to the budget accounts with the BNB. As these flows are serviced
through BISERA, which operates with a value date t+1, commercial banks
meet flows to the BNB by maintaining higher balances on their reserve ac-
counts by the end of a particular business day.

Theoretical Model of the Demand
for Bank Reserves

Money demand in transition economies has been thoroughly studied. In
contrast to developed countries where money demand is relatively stable and
its behavior predictable, in transition economies it is characterized by a num-
ber of specific features. For example, Nenovsky (1998) points out the high
degree of foreign currency substitution and lack of confidence in monetary
authorities as major factors behind the disturbed stability of the function of
money demand. Similar arguments in favor of instability in the function of
broad money demand have been also pointed out by Blishev (1997). Calvo
and Vegh’s (1992) arguments are based on the study of Arrau, De Gregorio,
Reinhart and Wickham (1991). In this study money demand instability is
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considered as a result of ‘financial innovation’ approximating the process of
dollarization.

However, bank reserves are a relatively narrow segment of money in the
economy. Therefore, bank reserves are characterized by a certain behavioral
stability provided by the transaction and institutional specificity of payment
and reserve systems. Employment or absence of minimum required reserves
is part of the institutional specificity of bank reserve demand. Major factors
ensuring stability of bank reserve demand are described below.

Motives for bank reserve demand
Commercial banks use their reserves with the central bank due to two

major reasons. First, commercial banks need adequate balances on their cur-
rent accounts at any time in order to be able to effect payments on their own
account or on the client’s account due to the banks’ specific role of payment
mediators in the economy, or the so-called liquidity buffer role of bank re-
serves. Transactions demand for bank reserves is predetermined by the need
of maintaining a liquidity cushion.

In addition to payments maintenance of commercial bank reserves is re-
quired by the central bank. Although the reasons for maintaining required
reserves are beyond the scope of this study, it should be noted that employ-
ment of minimum required reserves helps stabilize demand for reserves
within a particular period, thus contributing to highly efficient monetary
policy. Under a currency board the monetary policy is based on a simple
rule, in contrast to discretionary policy which can influence the amount of a
particular monetary aggregate. Therefore, under a currency board employ-
ment of minimum required reserves cannot and should not be justified by the
need to regulate the demand for bank reserves. Existence of minimum re-
quired reserves distorts the information generated by the money market
about motives for bank reserve demand. For example, in case of an attack
against the fixed exchange rate in absence of minimum required reserves,
enhanced demand for bank reserves will prompt a faster increase in interest
rates than in a situation when banks are required to maintain minimum re-
serves. A liquidity crisis with a certain lag may also occur if a system of av-
eraging minimum required reserves is employed.

On the other hand, minimum required reserves ensure less interest rate
volatility in the interbank market which may occur as a result of significant
deviations in banks’ payment activity within the maintenance period. This
thesis is well grounded and studied by Clouse and Elmendorf (1997).

Since the interbank market rate reflects the opportunity cost of main-
tained reserves on a particular day of the maintenance period, the banks’
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avoid borrowing from the interbank market. This step should be initiated
provided banks fail to fulfil their reserve positions. In the absence of an av-
eraging system and insufficient liquidity, enhanced demand for bank re-
serves will prompt an increase in interbank market rates.

Another argument in favor of maintaining minimum required reserves
ensure high commercial bank liquidity. High liquidity can be provided by in-
troducing liquidity requirements. In Argentina, for instance, minimum re-
quired reserves were gradually replaced in 1995 by a requirement to main-
tain a portfolio of high-liquid and low-risk forex assets, with the amount of
these assets dependent on the deposit base of an individual commercial bank.
Furthermore, the accepted liquid assets entirely comply with currency board
rules. For more details regarding the institutional arrangement of liquidity re-
quirements in Argentina, see Escude (1999) and Main features … (2000).

Consequently, employment of minimum required reserves as an argu-
ment for maintaining bank liquidity is not well grounded. Moreover,
Argentina’s experience during the Asian crisis and later in the Russian and
Brazilian forex crises evidenced that this technique works well.

Determinants of transactions demand for bank reserves
Transactions demand for bank reserves results from economic agents’

preference for making noncash payments. With a view to better security of
claims, financial mediators prefer the central bank as a clearing center be-
tween commercial banks. This is also in line with the recommendation of the
Payments and Settlement System Committee at the Bank for International
Settlements (BIS Report, 2000).

In technical aspect, the mediation function of commercial banks in pay-
ments is effected in a manner allowing any agent who has initiated payment
through its bank to generate demand for reserve money (central money on
the condition that the final recipient’s account is outside the payer bank).
Therefore, the increase in commercial bank demand for bank reserves is
quite natural in the periods of concentrated payments, and vice versa: trans-
actions demand decreases with reduced payment activity. Transactions de-
mand is measured by the volume of effected noncash payments.

Bank reserve demand is in direct proportion to the monetary equivalent
of transactions:

                             Rd = f(Q), (1)
where
Q is the monetary equivalent of effected noncash payments of bank-to-

bank type in the entire banking system.
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Noncash payments are an accidental quantity dependent on bank custom-
ers’ behavior. All outgoing customer payments which are not channeled to
the BNB appear to cause an idiosyncratic shock on money demand by an in-
dividual bank. The sum total of such shocks for all commercial banks is
equal to zero. Consequently, if such shocks affect only the individual func-
tion of demand for bank reserves, the effect will not reflect on total commer-
cial bank demand for reserves.

Precautionary Demand Predetermined by
the Specificity of the Payment System

Transactions demand for bank reserves is predetermined by the institu-
tional specificity of the payment system. The efficiency of any payment sys-
tem is measured through the ratio of used reserves and the volume of ef-
fected payments. To improve the efficiency of the payment system, it is nec-
essary to use less liquidity in effecting a greater number of payments. Under
less effective payment systems the above ratio is higher. Maintenance of sig-
nificant minimum required reserves reflects the inefficiency of the present
payment system.

While the number of payments is a natural factor determining demand for
bank reserves, inclusion of the number of payments as a second factor needs
an explanation. Initially, it seems that demand for bank reserves might not be
determined by the number of payments, but under a system of noncash pay-
ment operating in gross settlement regime in a particular period (t+1), the
number of payments factor generates uncertainty regarding the time period
required for processing. Therefore, for the purpose of security, banks main-
tain greater reserves. Consequently, precautionary demand for bank reserves
should be proportional to the number of payments registered by BISERA for
the entire system. The number of these payments is denoted with N

t
.

                             Rd = f(N
t − i1

), (2)

where
i1 (1. . .m) is the number of lags.
Transactions demand for bank reserves in Bulgaria includes an additional

component due to the specificity of the Bulgarian payment system
(BISERA). This is a settlement system in a particular moment operating with
a value date t+1. The system is designed to service both small payments of
client-to-client type and payments between commercial banks. Within
BISERA banks are unable to obtain information about incoming payments.
They can forecast incoming cash flows on the basis of previous information.
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result of banks’ enhanced demand for reserves necessary to guarantee the re-
alization of all payments against uncertainty of incoming payments. Since all
payments through BISERA are effected on behalf and on the account of the
client, precautionary demand covers only this segment of payments. Pay-
ments on foreign currency transactions as well as interbank market payments
of bank-to-bank type are entirely controlled by commercial banks and do not
prompt precautionary demand. These payments are considered a component
of transactions demand for bank reserves.

Reserve Demand for Covering
Minimum Required Reserves

The third component of demand for bank reserves reflects the need of
covering minimum required reserves. This component is associated with the
institutional specificity of the system of maintaining minimum required re-
serves.

Besides uncertainty of incoming cash flows, precautionary demand is
also predetermined by the requirement for a particular balance of minimum
required reserves at the end of each maintenance period to be covered by any
individual commercial bank. Bank reserve demand for covering minimum
required reserves is a function of compliance with required reserves from the
previous day and the opportunity cost for maintaining these reserves. Corre-
spondingly, the variables include the amount of total commercial bank re-
serves Rt, maintained in the review period t, and opportunity costs it for
maintaining these reserves. The formula of bank reserve demand for cover-
ing minimum required reserves is as follows:

                             Rd = f (R
t-i2

, i
t-i3

), (3)

where
i2 and i3 are the lags of the effect on respective variables.
The values of these variables are determined empirically.
In addition, the closer the end of the maintenance period, the more diffi-

cult the compensation for noncompliance with the requirements. This makes
demand and correspondingly supply of minimum required reserves inelastic
in the last day of the maintenance period. Therefore, interest rate volatility on
this day is expected to be higher. This fact has been noted and explained by
Hamilton (1996). Consequently, besides compliance, respectively noncom-
pliance with the requirements for minimum reserves, the proximity of a par-
ticular day to the end of the maintenance period should also be taken into ac-
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count in modeling expected variance. Logically, if at the moment of report-
ing banks maintain excess reserves, reserve demand in the next few days will
decrease, and vice versa, if banks need to cover deficits, the demand will in-
crease. This reveals the essence of the behavior under the martingale hypoth-
esis.

Speculative Demand for Bank Reserves
Speculative demand for bank reserves reflects banks’ ability to generate

income from arbitrage transactions. This depends on the opportunity of plac-
ing abroad funds borrowed in the interbank market and vice versa. Conse-
quently, demand for bank reserves is a function of the opportunity profitabil-
ity of these funds.

The covered interest rate differential is traditionally used as a measure-
ment of arbitrage transactions in national or foreign currency. Given the as-
sumed full credibility of BGN/EUR fixed exchange rate in the future, the in-
terest rate parity between these currencies will be permanently covered.
Consequently, the amount of the interest rate differential plays a key role.
Profitability of assets denominated in foreign currency is used by Giovannini
and Turtelboom (1992)  and Cuddington (1983) in modeling money demand.
The DEM/USD exchange rate and/or the covered interest rate differential be-
tween lev interbank market rates and LIBOR on USD-denominated deposits
can be used as a major variable in determining the speculative demand for
bank reserves. The formula of speculative demand for bank reserves is as
follows:

                             Rd = f (I
t-j3

, DIF
t-j2

),
where

DIF
t-j2

 is the uncovered interest rate differential between weekly LIBOR
on EUR-denominated deposits and the interbank average daily interest rate;

I
t-j3

  the average weighted interbank market rate in levs;

j2 and j3  the lags of corresponding variables.

Peculiarities of the Bulgarian Money Market
Since the institutional characteristics of the currency board in Bulgaria

have been already extensively studied (Nenovsky and Hristov, 1999) I will
not consider in detail this issue. I would like to note, however, that unlike the
monetary regime with a classical currency board, under the quasi-currency
board in Bulgaria the function of the lender of last resort continues to exist
institutionally within the central bank, though under strictly formulated pre-
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0
0 conditions. In practice, this function can be used only in a situation of a sys-

temic liquidity crisis.
Commercial banks therefore do not rely on the central bank in managing

their liquidity, as is the normal situation in industrialized countries with clas-
sical central banks where access to the lender of last resort is seen rather as a
privilege than a right.

The choice of liquidity managers is reduced to attracting funds from the
interbank markets or to liquidation of assets. Big banks with established
record are net borrowers from the money market (M. Stigum, 1990, and Ho
and Saunders, 1985). Small and medium-sized banks are net investors in the
money market. In managing their liquidity they use mostly their own assets
while big banks rely on creating and refinancing of liabilities.

The situation in the Bulgarian interbank money market is different. Small
banks have no access to attracting funds through deposits due to their low
confidence level (a fact easy to explain given the number of failed banks of
similar size in 1996 and the lack of publicly accessible information on their
financial state4). The only way to accumulate funds is through repo agree-
ments in government securities and at a higher interest rate than that on inter-
bank deposits. It is difficult to check this assertion as observations on the in-
terest rate differential between unsecured deposits and repo agreements indi-
cate that the average difference between them is a mere -0.13% for the pe-
riod May 1998 – May 2000, but final fluctuations are -1.93 and 1.91. This
assertion is based on the fact that distribution of interest rate differential is
slightly shifted to the left (see Chart 1 in the appendices) indicating a greater
possibility for higher repo agreement rate. Therefore we may argue that the
Bulgarian interbank market is segmented. Despite the existence of a positive
interest rate differential between interest rates on repo agreements and inter-
bank deposits, they are cointegrated. This shows that there is a stable long-
term relationship between them and they move in one direction. This signals
that though being segmented in the short run, banks use this differential in
the long run to effect arbitrage operations, thus providing the cointegration
relationship.

Sources of Providing Bank Reserves
Commercial banks have several sources of providing liquidity. In terms

of assets, forex reserves are most commonly used. Big commercial banks
4  The initiative of the BNB to publish commercial banksí balance sheets and income

statements is laudable and deserves appreciation, but is not sufficient. The whole informa-
tion collected by the BNB on a bank should be made public. Thus creditors of any bank will
have equal access to information. This will also facilitate money market operations.
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use unsecured deposits in the interbank market as a source of liquidity while
small banks employ repo agreements. Maturing government securities are a
source of liquidity due to the negative net issue reflecting a reduced budget
deficit and domestic debt after currency board introduction. Similarly, but in
the opposite direction, auctions for new government securities can be a chan-
nel of absorbing liquidity.

Inflows and outflows to and from the BNB are a major source of liquid-
ity. They reflect daily revenue and expenditure on the cash service of budget-
supported organizations. This is the so-called unconscious channel of mon-
etary policy pursuit, extensively described by Nenovsky and Hristov (1999).
It affects directly liquidity in the banking system. Although this effect is ac-
cidental, it is of systemic significance.

Therefore this channel should not be assumed as being capable of affect-
ing money supply in any form whatsoever. On the contrary, our thesis is that
creating rules for budget spending should restrict the impact of this channel
of affecting liquidity. By way of early public announcing of the shocks on
money supply caused by the impact of the cash execution of the budget
transparency will be achieved which will allow commercial banks to antici-
pate the overall impact on money market liquidity. Better knowledge will
help all participants to anticipate the impact of the shock.

Modeling Interest Rate Dynamics
in the Interbank Deposit Market

The Data
Undoubtedly the best way of modeling interest rate dynamics in the inter-

bank market is to use daily data.
One of the problems with daily data is that BNB has available informa-

tion from daily balance sheets since early 2000 and this is a very short period
for a statistical study. Therefore no information from BNB balance sheet has
been used. Since banks base their behavior on statistics maintained for the
purposes of minimum required reserves, in this study we use such data. It in-
cludes information on the amount of required reserves (R), reserves main-
tained in levs (TRL) and foreign currency (TRV), the average-weighted inter-
est rate in the interbank money market (I), and the interest rates on repo
agreements (RR) and on operations in unsecured deposits (DR).

As statistics on minimum required reserves requires reporting of their
maintenance on holidays when the money market does not operate, the val-
ues of the effective interest rate for the preceding business day are used to
report the values of the interest rate for such periods.
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0
0
0 Data on LIBOR for the euro (EL) and the US dollar have a seven-day

term and are derived from the Reuters database.
Bankservice supplied data on the number (N) and total amount of pay-

ments (Q) via BISERA.
The period of the sample is from May 1998 to early June 2000 and in-

cludes 761 observations.

Test for Integration and Lags
The integration test is the first step in processing time series, which en-

ables us to choose an appropriate econometric model. We apply both tests,
the Dickey – Fuller test and the Philips – Perron test, in order to achieve high
assurance of the results obtained.

In line with theory the data series on bank reserves is stationary as the ex-
isting system of averaging minimum reserves warrants this. All the other se-
ries shown in Table 1 are also stationary. Nonstationarity occurs only in the
exchange rate of the lev to the US dollar. Both tests (DF and PP) with first
differences indicate first order integration of the exchange rate. Because of
the nonstationarity of the US dollar exchange rate we will not use it in mod-
eling the demand for bank reserves.

Stationarity of the data series used warrants valid results in applying the
OLS and ARCH econometric models.

Table 1
TEST OF INTEGRATION OF TIME SERIES USED5

Variables          Dickey − Fuller Test        Philips − Perron Test            Integration and Lags

Daily data Levels 1∆ Levels 1∆ 1 Lags
Q -18.6 -15.03 0 3
A -20.5 -24.5 0 3
P2 -14.93 -17.28 0 3
R -4.06 -4.14 0 2
I -3.93 -4.75 0 3

ER** 1.54 -26.13 1.52 26.11 1 0
Dif2 -3.49 -4.24 0 3
Dif1 -2.81 -3.45 0 3
TRL -3.57 -3.69 0 3
TRV -3.29* -10.62* -3.03* -23.79* 0 4

  * With trend and level: -3.9749 at 1%, -3.4180 at 5%, -3.1311 at 10%.
** The hypothesis for order stationarity can be assumed at 75.8% confidence probability.

5 
McKinnonís critical values for DF and PP tests ≠ without trend: -3.4415 at 1%,

-2.8657 at 5% and -2.5690 at 10%.
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General Description of ARCH Models
The base of the model is the autoregressive conditional heteroske-

dasticity (ACRH) of the time series. The reason to choose this model is the
fact that, according to Hamilton (1996), in this type of daily data the interest
rate variance is different. In essence, the autoregressive conditional
heteroskedasticity means that the model specifies not only the mean, but also
the variance in the series, the latter being conditionally dependent on vari-
ance displayed in past periods. Engle (1982), later generalized as GARCH
(generalized ARCH) by Bollerslev (1986), introduced the ARCH models to
econometrics.  ARCH and GARCH models are widely applied in the analy-
sis and modeling of high-frequency financial series.

The general equation of the GARCH model with one lag is:

                        Y
t
 = a + Y

t-1
 + ε

t
(1)

                        σ
t

2 = ω + ασ
t-1

2 + βε
t-1

2. (2)

Equation (1) describes the behavior of the interest mean and equation (2)
describes the behavior of the conditional variance of the mean. Conditional,
because it refers to the whole set of information on the interest accessible till
moment T-1. In these models the conditional variance is assumed not as a
constant but as a variable whose values in t depend on the available informa-
tion in the preceding period t-1. This model is applicable in studying interest
rates because, as Hamilton points out (1996), interest dynamics follows a
high level of heteroskedasticity.

Conditional variance σ
t-1

2 represents a GARCH component or projected
variance in the penultimate period, and  εt  is an ARCH component and rep-
resents a change in the variance based on available information at the end of
period t-1. The number of lags t  in the conditional variance formula shows
the duration of the impact of shocks on volatility.

GARCH models assume normal distribution of the conditional variance.
This means that irrespective of the direction of the mean’s movement volatil-
ity remains unchanged.

However, practice shows that there is a case where it is different depend-
ing on the direction of movement of the mean. For example, in high-fre-
quency financial series movement of the price of a particular asset in a cer-
tain direction (most often downwards) is coupled with higher volatility. In
modeling time series with asymmetrical behavior of the conditional variance
TARCH (threshold autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity) and
EGARCH (exponential general autoregressive conditional hetero-
skedasticity) econometric models are used.
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Glosten, L. R., R. Jagannathan and D. Runkle (1993) and Zakoian, J. M.
(1990) introduced the TARCH model of variance independently of each
other. The equation of conditional variance used in modeling is:

Nelson (1991) proposes the original EGARCH model of behavior of the
conditional variance. The variance equation in it is:

Hamilton (1996) uses this EGARCH model, slightly modified, in model-
ing the behavior of the conditional variance of federal funds rate. This
prompted us to apply this approach to the modeling of the conditional vari-
ance of the function of the demand for bank reserves in Bulgaria.

Basic Models of the Demand for Bank Reserves

Demand for bank reserves denominated in levs
In modeling the demand for bank reserves in levs we follow the above-

described theoretical model. The first variable used is the amount of bank re-
serves in the previous day. Thus we record the demand for reserves to satisfy
required reserves or the martingale hypothesis in the dynamics of bank re-
serves. As simple testing of the significance of this relationship shows, in the
first model in Table 2 over 90% of the value of daily average reserves is de-
termined by their amount at the end of the previous day.

The test of the hypothesis of dependence of the demand for bank reserves
on the number N of payments via BISERA indicates the existence of a statis-
tically significant direct relationship (see the second model in Table 2) with a
coefficient of elasticity at about 5%. The test for significance of the impact of
the relative change in the interbank interest rate (the opportunity cost of
maintaining minimum required reserves in levs) shows the theoretically as-
sumed statistically significant inverse relationship with a coefficient of elas-
ticity at 42% (third model). The last variable, independently tested in the
fourth model, is the interest rate differential between the average interbank
interest rate in levs and the average LIBOR for the euro. The hypothesis of
existence of inverse relationship between bank reserve demand and the per-
centage change in the interest rate differential is confirmed.

The fifth model presents a generalized model of the demand for bank re-
serves in levs. An equation for variance modeling is used because after the
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OLS6  model was applied the LM test for autoregression in the residual value
of the error was confirmed (see Table 4 in the appendices). This entailed the
use of different versions of the ARCH models.

In modeling variance some of the variables in the equation of the mean
began to lose some of their statistical significance and we had to include
them in the equation of the conditional variance and then add variance itself
in the equation of the mean. In other words, by including variance of demand
in modeling the mean demand we check the hypothesis of the mean value
being affected by the expected variance of demand.

To check the hypothesis we use a version of the ARCH-M (ARCH in the
average value) model. This type of model is introduced by Engle (1987) and
is used by  Nautz (1998) in modeling the demand for bank reserves. The ba-
sic equation of the mean under ARCH-M using the standard deviation (σ) in
modeling the mean under uncertainty is:

where
    is vector of exogenous variables, which determine the behavior of the

mean.
Results obtained from the application of this model did not confirm the

hypothesis of a relationship between the average value of the demand for
bank reserves and the expected variance or the expected standard deviation.

As we noted, Hamilton (1996) confirmed the existence of asymmetrical
reaction of the expected variance to the direction of the impact of interbank
market innovations in a similar study. This provoked us to test the hypothesis
of asymmetrical impact on the demand for bank reserves using the available
data.

To this end we used EGARCH model and assessed its efficiency by com-
paring the LogL values obtained from applying the ordinary ARCH model
(see Table 2).

Sprindt and Hoffmeister (1998), Balduzzi (1993) and Robertds (1994)
extensively describe dependence of variance on the day within the period of
maintenance. It is higher in days coinciding with the end of the maintenance
period, on Fridays and other days preceding holidays.

Based on the available information for the preceding and the current pe-
riod market agents can form their preliminary expectations of variance on
the respective day of the maintenance period.

6 The method of least squares.

,

'x

tttt xY εγσγ ++= 2'
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0
0
0 We use dummy variables in modeling the expected behavior of the vari-

ance in different days of the maintenance period. For example, D1 to reflect
the impact of the last day of the maintenance period on the expected volatil-
ity. According to Hamilton (1996), volatility should be higher at the end of
the maintenance period. The dummy variable D3 reflects business days pre-
ceding holidays, when volatility should be higher. D4 reflects the first day of
a new maintenance period, when volatility should be lower.

In addition to dummy variables in the equation of the conditional vari-
ance we include variables relating to payments via BISERA, their number
and amount respectively. This should be done because, in our opinion, banks
would expect greater volatility in the demand for bank reserves if payments
on the respective day are active and vice versa. We should note that in period
t banks have information only on the number and amount of their own pay-
ments.

Table 2
MODELS OF DEMAND FOR BANK RESERVES IN LEVS

Model I II III IV V

 Mean modeling ≠ Log(TRL)

Level 0.47 12,2 13,3 12.6 0.16
(0.52) (47,2) (487) (994) (3.14)

LTRL(-1) 0.96 0.99
(98.4) (241.2)

L(P) 0,05
(2.5)

L(I) -0.42
(-15.7)

L(DIF1) -0.17 -0.007
(-5.68) (-7.5)

L(Q1) -0.0005
(-2.92)

L(DIF1(-2)) -0.09
(-3.10)

(continued)
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(continued)

Conditional variance modeling

C -0.83
(-8.19)

ABS(RES)/SQR[GARCH](1, 1) 0.61
(13.2)

RES/SQR[GARCH](1, 1) -0.16
(-5.59)

EGARCH(1) 0.82
(44.3)

LOG(Q1) -0.23
(-9.9)

LOG(P1) 0.24
(6.41)

D3 3.55
(17.9)

D1 -0.44
(-2.1)

D4 -0.49
(-2.0)

Sample Complete Business days Business days Business days Complete

R2 adj. 0.93 0.01 0.32 0.45 0.93

DW 1.75 0.04 0.12 0.13 1.78

Loglikelihood 1120 85 184 240 1348

Results and Conclusions from Modeling Bank
Reserve Dynamics Using Basic Models

Inclusion of the interbank interest rate in the overall model proved to be
of lower statistical significance compared with the interest rate differential.
This shows that banks model their demand giving preference to interest rate
differential because this enables them to perform arbitrage between opera-
tions in the domestic and international money markets.

Existence of a lag in the conditional variance is indicative of the fast ad-
aptation of the demand for bank reserves in lev terms to shocks external to
the model. The effect of innovations on conditional variance is asymmetri-
cal, which coincides with the conclusions of Hamilton (1996). In terms of
dummy variables, D3 (the days preceding holidays) had the strongest posi-
tive impact on conditional variance, which coincides with the conclusions of
Hamilton (1996).

The test shows that dummy variables D1, D3 and D4 have statistically
significant effects on expected variance. The effect of D3 causes an increase
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0
0
0 in expected variance in the days preceding holidays. This result is consistent

with the behavior of the conditional variance in other countries with similar
institutional scheme of maintaining minimum required reserves. As far as the
other two dummy variables D1 and D4 are concerned, they have little impact
and in the opposite direction, contrary to the conclusions of Hamilton
(1996). This can be explained by the fact that banks do not wait the last day
to compensate their minimum required reserves, but achieve this earlier.
Similarly banks disregard fulfillment of minimum required reserves in the
beginning of a new maintenance period due to the long outstanding period
during which they can offset the shortfall.

The variables reflecting active payment operations via BISERA (Q1 and
P1) indicate a statistically significant impact on the conditional variance. An
increase in the number of payments causes an increase in the variance of the
demand for reserves, while an increase in the total amount of payments ef-
fected through BISERA causes a decrease in the demand variance. The latter
reflects the fact that the largest number of payments is effected to transfer rev-
enues to budget accounts from commercial banks (which are agents on the
cash basis execution of the budget) into the BNB. As in the previous days
these funds have been received by agent banks on their current accounts with
the BNB, they use them only to meet their minimum required reserves, keep-
ing them until the day of transfer. Therefore on the transaction day to the BNB
commercial banks do not look for additional bank reserves, which leads to a
decrease in the aggregate demand in the banking system.

Demand for bank reserves denominated in foreign currency
Since bank reserves denominated only in levs are used in settlements, a

transaction component of the demand for bank reserves denominated in for-
eign currency is absent. Therefore transaction components are not present in
the function of demand for bank reserves.

Bank reserves denominated in foreign currency play the role of a liquid-
ity source in case of necessity for a specific commercial bank. Therefore they
represent liquidity buffer that can be used always when there is a shortfall in
lev bank reserves. This assumes a negative correlation between reserves de-
nominated in levs and reserves denominated in foreign currency (see Chart
1). Given the liquid role of bank reserves in foreign currency, to estimate
their demand we will use the amount of bank reserves in levs at the end of
the previous day TRLt-1. We assume reverse relationship between the two
variables:

Rd = f (TRLt-1).
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Chart 1

The second function of the reserves in foreign currency is that of a store
of bank reserves’ real value. By store of real value we mean minimizing the
opportunity cost of maintaining noninterest-bearing reserves which has a
two-sided effect: missed interest income and missed income due to devalua-
tion of the lev/euro exchange rate to the US dollar. This suggests a direct
positive relationship between demand for bank reserves in foreign currency
and the exchange rate ER

t
:

R
d
 = f(TRL

t-1
, ER

t
).

Since theory assumes existence of autocorrelation, in the function of the
demand for reserves we also include reserves in foreign currency at the end
of the previous day TRVt-1:

R
d
 = f(TRL

t-1
, ER

t
 , TRV

t-1
).

To estimate the function of the demand for bank reserves in order to pre-
serve their value we also add the logarithm of the interest rate differential
between lev money market and the weekly LIBOR on deposits denominated
in US dollars DIF2

t
:

R
d
 = f(TRL

t-1
, ER

t
 , TRV

t-1
, DIF2

t
).

Summarized results are shown in Table 3.
ARCH-LM test of the model presented in the fourth model of Table 3

does not show evidence of residual autocorrelation (see appendices).
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0 Table 3

DEMAND FOR BANK RESERVES IN FOREIGN CURRENCY

Model I II III IV V

Log(TRV)

Level 0.1 19.2 10.7 1.11 0.94
(1.79) (37.4) (163) (7.51) (7.96)

LTRL(-1) -0.56 -0.05 -0.04
(-13.98) (-6.16) (7.54)

LTRV(-1) 0.99 0.95 0.96
215 (114.5) (155)

L(ER) 2.27 0.14 0.09
(21.3) (4.98) (4.91)

L(DIF2) 0.006
(1.90)

Conditional variance modeling

Level 0.0006
(14.97)

ARCH(1) 0.28
(10.02)

GARCH(1) 0.13
(3.45)

D4 -0.0007
(-16.54)

Sample Complete Complete Complete Complete Complete

R2 adj. 0.98 0.2 0.37 0.99 0.99

DW 1.66 0.04 0.03 1.70 1.71

Loglikelihood 1533 48 138 1559 1599

Results and Conclusions from Modeling Bank
Reserve Dynamics Using ARCH, EGARCH

and TARCH Models
Modeling of the average value of bank reserves denominated in foreign

currency, including all independent variables, shows that the amount of re-
serves at the end of the preceding day and the exchange rate have the stron-
gest impact on the mean. The interest rate differential has no statistical sig-
nificance together with the other variables. The amount of reserves denomi-
nated in levs is with a reverse sign, which coincides with the conclusion that
banks use a portion of their reserves in foreign currency as a liquidity buffer.

In modeling expected variance the test for asymmetrical impact of inno-
vations by using EGARCH and TARCH did not confirm. Therefore the
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ARCH (1,1) model used yielded the best result. The dummy variable D4,
which reflects the beginning of the new maintenance period, shows that ex-
pected variance of forex reserves decreases in this model. The other dummy
variables used in the model of demand for bank reserves denominated in levs
have no statistical significance.

Sources of Shocks on Bank Reserve Supply
Constructed models of the demand for bank reserves in levs and foreign

currency enable us to estimate banks’ expected reserves on day t of the
maintenance period using the information available to them at the end of that
period. This can be based on checking the models by using the redundant
variable test, which rejects the hypothesis of the availability of such informa-
tion. Therefore the difference between demand for bank reserves and their
actually reported value in the model gives an idea of the amount and dynam-
ics of unexpected shocks.

The possibility of exerting unexpected shocks on commercial bank re-
serves is one of the institutional peculiarities of the Bulgarian monetary sys-
tem. The most typical unexpected shock on supply is the spending policy of
the Ministry of Finance. Although within a month the Ministry of Finance
injects and withdraws liquidity, there is neither a clear calendar of the
amounts of these payments nor any form of preliminary announcing of these
payments. As most of them are effected through the settlement system,
banks get information on amounts received on their accounts on the next
working day.

Decisions on daily allocation of amounts are taken exclusively discretion-
ary by the finance ministry administration and are not subject to any rules and
regulations. This creates an unexpected positive shock on liquidity in the bank-
ing system, which has an immediate impact on interest rate variance.

In the middle of each calendar month (on the 15th and 16th day of the
month) tax offices transfer budgetary revenues into the BNB. This exposes
the banking system to an unexpected liquidity shock. The size of the shock
depends on the amount of revenues from taxpayers. The presence of such
unexpected shocks on bank reserves explains the deviation between bank re-
serve demand and supply, as observed in the model. The size of this devia-
tion for the period of the sample is 7%. The impact of unexpected shocks is
accommodated through forex sales by the BNB. These are effected within
the standard spot value date and therefore banks are adapting to the shock till
the day after tomorrow by reducing their available reserves (see Chart 2).
This causes a contraction in supply and hence affects the behavior of the in-
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terest rate in the interbank market, which is the main reason for its short-term
deviation from the interest rate on euro-denominated deposits abroad.

Variance in the supply of bank reserves in the conditions of lacking alter-
native sources of liquidity is undesirable, because it heightens volatility of
the interbank market interest rate in period t+1. This makes banks cautious
in using it as a source of liquidity regulation. Arbitrage is possible only
within the  t+2  horizon due to the fact that the BNB effects spot forex opera-
tions. Higher volatility of interest rates in the interbank market is one of the
reasons for the larger margin between deposit and lending rates. Saunders
and Hausman (1998) have come to a similar conclusion in studying the high
margin between deposits and credits in Mexico.

Chart 2
PAYMENTS VIA BISERA AND BNB FOREX OPERATIONS

(AUGUST 1999)

Possibilities of Introducing More Flexible Solutions
To Lower Interest Rate Volatility

Interest rate volatility in the Bulgarian interbank market (23.2%), mea-
sured through the ratio between the standard deviation and the mean for the
period of the sample, is higher than that of the seven-day LIBOR for the euro
(18.9%). Therefore banks in Bulgaria assume higher interest risk borrowing
from the domestic interbank market than in the interbank market for
eurodeposits in London.

FX bought by the BNB (DEM)
BNB net amounts received via BISERA
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To reduce interest rate volatility and hence limit the risk of investing and
borrowing in the Bulgarian interbank market, the impact of shocks on the
supply of bank reserves need to be offset. This can be achieved in several
ways.

First, commercial banks should receive daily comprehensive information
on the amounts the Ministry of Finance withdraws and injects into the bank-
ing system for the purposes of cash budget execution. Asymmetrical behav-
ior of expected variance shows that variance increases with withdrawal of li-
quidity. This means that lack of information on the amount of liquidity with-
drawn from banks creates higher uncertainty in commercial banks’ demand
for money. Therefore information on projected amounts to be withdrawn by
the MF should be announced.

The second possibility of reducing interest rate volatility is to shorten the
value date of BNB operations for forex purchases. Thus the banking system
will be capable of flexibly responding to unexpected supply shocks by ac-
commodating demand.

The third possibility is accelerated infrastructure integration of the Bul-
garian payment system into TARGET to help avoid limitations on arbitrage
between the two money markets imposed by the difference in value dates
between payments in lev and euro.

The fourth possibility is suggested by Nenovsky and Hristov (1998) and
refers to rechanneling and depositing budget resources from the BNB to
commercial banks. It has already been resolved to centralize MF funds at the
BNB, the direct result of which is twice as high interest rate volatility in the
interbank market: for example, from 0.487 for the period from May 1998 till
June 1999 before the centralization of budget funds it reached 0.89 for the
period June 1999 – June 2000 after almost complete centralization.

The fifth possibility of constraining variance of demand for bank re-
serves is by providing the banks with information on their incoming pay-
ments from BISERA.

Conclusion
In this study we present an empirical model of the demand for bank re-

serves denominated in levs and foreign currency in Bulgaria for the period
May 1998 – May 2000. In the course of the study the role of bank reserves is
presented as a liquidity buffer absorbing part of the impact of shocks on the
supply of bank reserves. Major shocks on the supply of bank reserves have
been identified as well as the sources of their offsetting.
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0
0
0 The proposed model shows that demand for bank reserves denominated

in levs is dependent on demand in the preceding period, on the interest rate
differential between domestic money market and the London interbank euro
deposit market, as well as on the amount of payments made through
BISERA. Expected variance of demand for bank reserves in levs is modeled
using the asymmetrical EGARCH (1.1) model. It includes dummy variables
reflecting the different level of volatility in the demand for bank reserves in
different days of the maintenance period. The major reason for asymmetrical
variance is the different impact of positive and negative shocks on the supply
of bank reserves in levs.

Based on the difference between demand and supply the impact of
shocks is identified, which are caused by transfers from and to the BNB as-
sociated with state budget cash execution.

In this regard and with a view to limiting the impact of asymmetrical
shocks on volatility of the demand for bank reserves and hence on the vola-
tility of interbank interest rate, several steps have been proposed, including
pursuit of a policy of transparency by the MF. This policy should include
preliminary announcing of expected liquidity to be withdrawn from the
banking system in certain critical moments for the revenue in the state bud-
get. Solutions for avoiding higher variance in demand for reserves by under-
taking other practical measures, including improving the infrastructure of the
money market and the payment system, have also been recommended.

As a starting point for future study the model of the demand for bank re-
serves can be used for projecting any possible influence that the reduction in
bank reserves could have on the volatility of the interest rate in the interbank
money market.
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Appendices

Table 4
DEPENDENCE BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF BISERA PAY-

MENTS AND NET AMOUNTS RECEIVED AT BNB

Dependent Variable: B

Method: Least Squares

Date: 07/03/00   Time: 11:00

Sample(adjusted): 4/05/1998 19/05/2000 IF  D5=0

Included observations: 513 after adjusting endpoints

Variable Coefficient Std. error t-statistic Prob.

C 1852449. 675771.0 2.741237 0.0063

P 28.02809 10.24797 2.734990 0.0065

R-squared 0.014427     Mean dependent var 3489792.

Adjusted R-squared 0.012498     S.D. dependent var 7144831.

S.E. of regression 7100041.     Akaike info criterion 34.39299

Sum squared resid 2.58E+16     Schwarz criterion 34.40952

Log likelihood -8819.802     F-statistic 7.480169

Durbin-Watson stat 1.055176     Prob (F-statistic) 0.006455

Table 5
ERROR AUTOCORRELATION TEST IN MODEL V OF TABLE 2

ARCH Test

F-statistic 3.517827     Probability 0.061096

Obs*R-squared 3.510825     Probability 0.060969

Test Equation:

Dependent Variable: STD_RESID^2

Method: Least Squares

Date: 07/04/00   Time: 17:00

Sample (adjusted): 3/05/1998 1/06/2000

Included observations: 761 after adjusting endpoints
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0
0
0 Variable Coefficient Std. error t-statistic Prob.

C 0.932257 0.085745 10.87249 0.0000

STD_RESID^2(-1) 0.067926 0.036216 1.875587 0.0611

R-squared 0.004613     Mean dependent var 1.000215

Adjusted R-squared 0.003302     S.D. dependent var 2.147351

S.E. of regression 2.143803     Akaike info criterion 4.365665

Sum squared resid 3488.282     Schwarz criterion 4.377845

Log likelihood -1659.135     F-statistic 3.517827

Durbin-Watson stat 1.986478     Prob(F-statistic) 0.061096

Table 6
ERROR AUTOCORRELATION TEST IN MODEL IV OF TABLE 3

ARCH Test

F-statistic 6.84E-05     Probability 0.993405

Obs*R-squared 6.86E-05     Probability 0.993394

Test Equation:

Dependent Variable: STD_RESID^2

Method: Least Squares

Date: 07/04/00   Time: 16:52

Sample(adjusted): 3/05/1998 1/06/2000

Included observations: 761 after adjusting endpoints

Variable Coefficient Std. error t-statistic Prob.

C 1.000742 0.109843 9.110651 0.0000

STD_RESID^2(-1) 0.000300 0.036299 0.008269 0.9934

R-squared 0.000000     Mean dependent var 1.001042

Adjusted R-squared -0.001317     S.D. dependent var 2.857604

S.E. of regression 2.859485     Akaike info criterion 4.941785

Sum squared resid 6206.082     Schwarz criterion 4.953965

Log likelihood -1878.349     F-statistic 6.84E-05

Durbin-Watson stat 1.999220     Prob(F-statistic) 0.993405
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Chart 3

ESTIMATED DEMAND FOR BANK RESERVES IN LEVS AND
RESIDUAL ERROR
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